More than 250 slots and 300 casino games
including Classic Slots, Table Games, Live
Dealer Gaming, AWP Reloaded Slots, Server Based Gaming, Social Casino Gaming,
Bingo, Poker, and more
Omni-channel gaming entertainment:
Online, Mobile, Server Based Gaming
NOVOMATIC, Astra Games, Mazooma,
JVH, Extreme Live Gaming, Greentube,
DWG, Octavian, Slot Studios, StakeLogic &
3rd party games

BOOK OF RATM DELUXE

RED LADY

THE PLURIUSTM SYSTEM

Bring to life the adventurer’s dream! The
famous blue chip game, Book of RaTM deluxe, is the most popular slot of
NOVOMATIC. Discover the mighty Book of
Ra™ in this 10-line, 5-reel deluxe version.

Ready for boarding, pirates! This time it’s
a woman wearing the trousers amongst
the dark sea crooks – Veronica, known
and feared as the ‘Red Lady’, swings her
sword in this slot machine with guile!

Treasures and wealth lie hidden in the
vaults of the ancient Egyptian temples,
waiting to be discovered in this thrilling
slot game.

5 reels, 10 win lines and the chance of 10
free games make this charming slot also a
winnings guarantee online!

Plurius™, a true server based gaming solution for casino and VLT markets, allows
multi-channel game launches. The main
component of Plurius™ is Greentube´s
remote gaming system NRGS, a robust remote gaming platform that unveils many
hitherto unknown possibilities. There
is no limitation to a single development
technology any more as all games are developed on our outstanding SDK.

SLOT FEATURES

Responsible gaming programs

Real reels
Progressive & linked jackpots
Supersoft scrolling
Super & Mega games
Gamble & Free games feature
Bonus games
Watch other players play
Game history per slot/table
Replay mode
Dynamic payout table
Multi-platform

Interoperability

…and many more

Servicing partners worldwide
Turnkey solutions and different business
models
Licenses in Malta, Alderney, UK, Schleswig-Holstein, Italy, Spain, Gibraltar, Latvia

www.greentube.com
Greentube Internet Entertainment Solutions GmbH
+43 1 90 171
A-1050 Vienna, Wiedner Hauptstrasse 94
sales@greentube.com

OMNI-CHANNEL

ABOUT GREENTUBE

Greentube’s industry leading, omni-channel technology presents customers with
a comprehensive, cross-linked gaming
portfolio. The omni-channel approach has
clearly become a core focus for the company. Therefore, the goal is to provide the
best gaming experience to players, be it
land-based, online or mobile.

Greentube, the global interactive unit of
NOVOMATIC, is a leading developer and
supplier of iGaming solutions. Greentube
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
NOVOMATIC Group, one of the largest integrated gaming companies in the world.
The well-diversified product portfolio includes Classic Slots, Table Games, Live Dealer Gaming, AWP Reloaded Slots, Server
Based Gaming, Social Casino Gaming, Bingo, Poker and more.

Supported by NOVOMATIC’s state-of-theart technology, Greentube is set to reach
new heights by offering unique content
across all channels.

Greentube continues to develop classic
NOVOMATIC casino games, while new titles emerge from a variety of 3rd parties.

ONLINE GAMING ENTERTAINMENT

